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Map 3:1. Changes in street pattern

Two major changes in the car street network are made, one in the
circle area and one where Hulana- meets Nontlatla Street. These
changes are made mainly to improve the possibilities of effective land
use within two of the nodes. The bicycle lanes are proposed to continue along Morgan- and Royal Street and west of the circle along
Ramatshela Street. They will also connect over crossing roads to form
a continuous link.

Traffic

Overall suggestions

Our proposal of the corridor will mainly concentrate on creating a safer
street by making better facilities for the pedestrians and bicyclists, but it
is also a design program for development of the nodes.

Corridor proposal
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To get a safer environment and more efficient public transport system,
the taxi routes are proposed to be better organised and specific stops
suggested. These will be the only places allowed for the taxi minibuses
to stop at. Places for both taxi and bus stops are suggested along the
corridor. Bus stops are placed within 500 meters from each other and
small slots at a distance of 250 meters from each other are suggested
for taxis. To improve the situation further the taxi and bus stops need to
be designed not to intrude on the pedestrian area.

Map 3:2. Proposed locations for bus/taxi

The prioritising of pedestrians and bicyclists is carried out through reducing the car space from between 7-9 meters to 6 meters. This is
enough width for two lorries to meat. A less wide street will keep the
speed down and make it easier and safer for pedestrians to cross.
Pedestrian crossings are placed at strategic points and are well marked.
Tests with skewed pedestrian crossings show that the pedestrian is
more likely to spot a car and make eye contact with the driver. A traffic
island makes it possible for pedestrians to cross one, instead of two,
traffic lanes at a time.
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Map 3:3. Location of chosen elevations

A. Sechoareng Street
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C. Morgan Street, scale 1:400
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Green structure

to

Public spaces

The green structure is extended with new parks and rows of trees along
the corridor.

The suggestions made to improve the green structure in Galeshewe
play many different roles:
- Eliminate the dust from blowing around
- Provide shade to promote social interaction
- Offer recreation
- Improve microclimate
- Serve as urban agriculture areas
- Offer educational possibilities
When continuing the work of improving the green structure indigenous
plants should be chosen. Those trees and plants can cope with a small
amount of water and a strong sun in the summer and the cold climate in
the winter. Also olive trees that have been tried out in the area can be
planted. We suggest a supplementary planting of olive trees along the
corridor. The trees and plants already existing in the area should be
used to a great extent.

Lights for the pedestrians and bicyclists are suggested to improve the
conditions and make it possible to replace the high mast lights in the
future.

Streetlights have to continue through the whole corridor. All the public
places we propose to be equipped with sufficient lighting that promotes safety and security. Light can also be used to highlight important
buildings and give the visitors an artistic experience after sunset. Different colours and variation in brightness of light can increase the quality
of public places.

Lighting

As mean to provide better facilities for the traders, stalls for informal
trading are suggested.

Map 3:6. Existing and proposed locations for formal and informal businesses.

New squares are developed along the corridor, mainly at the three
nodes.

Map 3:4. Proposed new public squares

It is important that the entrances to the public buildings are easily found
and welcoming to the visitors. In cases where fences are used to protect the building, security measures need to be taken on the building
itself to make it possible to remove the fence. Bollards and low walls
could be used to show borders between different kind of areas, like
semi private- and public areas, calm- and hectic areas or between different modes of transports. Fences that are a necessity should be designed in a way that they contribute to a positive appearance of the
area.

Map 3:5. Existing and new parks and trees

New business areas have been placed in direct contact with the Economic Activity Nodes. Informal trading should be directed to the nodes
to help the economic activities to grow.
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Map 3:7. Proposed land use in the area
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Scale 1:80

Scale 1:40

Inside the stall concrete stands are suggested. The
stands are designed to function both as counter
and as a furniture or meeting point if not used for
trading activities.

The most important task for the stall is to function
as an attractive and organised trading facility. The
frame of the stall is a thin, grey steel construction.
There is a wall on the backside of the stall in the
same colour and material as the frame.

Stalls for informal trade

To get a coherent appearance of the street furniture along the Galeshewe
Activity Corridor, a design program has been worked out. The idea is
that the items will work well together. Even though the design program
is prepared primarily for the corridor it can be used in the whole area.
The overall shape of the items is an attempt to achieve a modern design
that is functional. Thin steel constructions in a subdued grey colour are
mixed with traditional African patterns and colours in concrete materials.

Design program
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Scale 1:40

Scale 1:40

Facilities for bicycle parking

Bus shelter

The bus stop is a light steel construction with walls on
three sides to give shelter from winds during winter and
shade during sunny summer days. One of the short ends
consists of an advertising screen and the other walls are
made of a transparent plastic glass material. One way of
providing bus shelters for the municipality is to let the
running of the shelters to a commercial company. The
idea is that incomes from advertising can finance both
the placing of bus shelters and maintenance of them.

Advertising

Alternatives to existing advertising signs are signs in the
proposed bus shelter and specific advertising signs. The
sign has two or three sides consisting of a screen made of
plastic glass.

Both the frame and the tyre can be chained to the steel construction.

Scale 1:20

Seating
Two different types of seating are suggested in the area. One provides
simple seating and is a solid form made of concrete. It is proposed to
be decorated with traditional African patterns in natural colours. The
patterns of these benches could be designed and created by the people
living in the area. They can be combined and used in a variety of ways,
for example benches, walls or places for planting.
The other type of seating provided is a bench of steel with back and
arm rests. The seat and backrest are preferably made of wood. These
kinds of benches can be placed in the parks.

Colour scheme
The colours are suitable for public outdoor environment but can also
be used on buildings.

These are base colours suitable for the large surfaces . They consist of
naturally earth colours like burnt sienna, terracotta red or light sienna.

These are decorative colours used for decorations and should occur in
limited size or at a small number of places. Colours like black, clear
blue, green, white, yellow and red are in this group and can be used
together with the base colours.

Scale 1:20

Lighting

Trashcan

The proposed public trashcan is designed to be emptied
easily. It holds about 50 litres and is used with a plastic bag
inside the hamper. The trashcan has a rain protection on
top that is removable for easy collection of refuse.

Four kinds of lighting are recommended in the area. Along the roads
streetlights and lights for pedestrians are suggested. For parks and
squares a kind of light sticks are suggested. The lamp gives a calm,
smooth light that is not blinding and the poles for show directions.
The light stick is made of steel and glass and under the cover of
frosted glass a fluorescent lamp is put.
Also bollards are suggested, they are made in the same style and
material as the lights sticks. The bollards are used to show borders
between different kinds of areas or highlight certain spots.
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